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Abstract—Empathetic behavior has been suggested to be one effective way for Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) to provide
feedback to learners’ emotions. An issue that has been raised is the effective integration of parallel and reactive empathy. The aim of
this study is to examine the impact of ECAs’ emotional facial and tone of voice expressions combined with empathetic verbal behavior
when displayed as feedback to students’ fear, sad, and happy emotions in the context of a self-assessment test. Three identical female
agents were used for this experiment: 1) an ECA performing parallel empathy combined with neutral emotional expressions, 2) an ECA
performing parallel empathy displaying emotional expressions that were relevant to the emotional state of the student, and 3) an ECA
performing parallel empathy by displaying relevant emotional expressions followed by emotional expressions of reactive empathy with
the goal of altering the student’s emotional state. Results indicate that an agent performing parallel empathy displaying emotional
expressions relevant to the emotional state of the student may cause this emotion to persist. Moreover, the agent performing parallel
and then reactive empathy appeared to be effective in altering an emotional state of fear to a neutral one.
Index Terms—Computers and education, intelligent agents, empathy, user interfaces
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INTRODUCTION

A

main focus of research relating to any kind of
interactive computerized environment, ranging from
video games to tutoring systems, has to do with Embodied
Conversational Agents (ECAs) and Avatars. ECAs are
digital models determined by computer algorithms,
whereas avatars are digital models guided by humans in
real time [1]. Thus, avatars’ interaction is human controlled,
whereas ECAs have an automated, predefined behavior.
While this paper focuses on ECAs empathetic behavior in
the context of a self-assessment test, some of the conclusions
of this work could be interesting for applications using
avatars as well.
Regarding ECAs, Cassell and Miller [2] have suggested
that an ECA: “... must be capable of simulating many of the
same responses that humans give, such as happiness and
sadness, attentiveness and boredom, desire to take the floor,
and acknowledgment that the other’s words have been
understood.” Moreover, an ECA developed for a tutoring
system should know when and how to intervene in order to
influence the student’s emotional state, based on an educational pedagogy integrating emotional models in learning [3].
Empathetic behavior has been suggested to be one
effective way for ECAs to provide feedback to learners’
emotions. Carl Rogers [4] defined empathy as the ability to
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perceive another person’s inner psychological frame of
report with precision, but without ever losing consciousness
of the fact that it is a hypothetical situation. Therefore,
empathy is to feel, for example, someone else’s pain or
pleasure and to perceive the cause of these feelings as
perceived by the other person, without setting aside selfawareness. Importantly, there is research evidence indicating that humans interact with computers in a way similar to
the social behavior exhibited in human-human interactions
[5], [6]. Furthermore, a number of authors have argued that
the presence of empathic emotion in a computer agent has
significant positive effects on a user’s impression of that
agent and, as a result, will advance human-computer
interaction [7], [8], [3].
Moreover, an issue that has been raised is the effective
integration of parallel and reactive empathy into ECAs
involved in tutoring systems. Parallel empathy describes a
person displaying an emotional state alike to that of another
individual. This is usually based on a considerate attitude
toward another’s individual emotional state and expresses a
person’s ability to identify with the emotions of that
individual [9]. Reactive empathy aims at another’s individual emotional state, trying to provide insight for recovering from that state. Thus, reactive empathy may involve a
person displaying emotions that are different from those of
his/her interlocutor so as to change the other individual’s
affective state [9].
In this study, three identical female ECAs with three
different types of empathetic behavior were displayed as
feedback to students’ Happy, Sad, and Fear emotional states
in the context of a self-assessment test. Then their affective
transitions from these three emotions to Happy, Angry,
Sad, Surprised, Scared, Disgusted, plus Neutral emotional
states were examined.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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A lot of research still needs to be conducted to arrive at
conclusive evidence concerning different forms of ECAs’
empathetic behaviors displayed under different learning
contexts. Accordingly, few studies have been done with the
purpose of finding appropriate expressions for empathetic
ECAs displayed in tutoring systems, while none of them
has specifically examined empathetic agents’ verbal behavior combined with nonverbal communicational channels.
The present study is a first step toward this direction. It
aims to examine the impact of ECAs’ emotional facial and
tone of voice expressions combined with empathetic verbal
behavior, when displayed as feedback to student’s fear, sad,
and happy emotions in the context of a self-assessment test.
Students’ emotional experiences while using a selfassessment test system may have some particularities
which could also involve “basic” emotions. When the effect
of negative emotions, such as Sad and Fear, is too intense,
the student’s performance can be seriously impaired.
Frequent errors could create the expectation of more errors,
thus increasing negative emotions and leading to even more
wrong answers until the student’s performance collapses
[10]. Fear of failure has been stated to be an important factor
during test taking. As shown in [11], some students’ selfdefeating beliefs and fear of failure had a strong association
with eventual test failure, the very situation that they were
trying to avoid. Positive emotions may also occasionally
necessitate instruction. For instance, providing the correct
answer to a hard question could induce positive emotions
such as joy and enthusiasm, but also lead to loss of
concentration if too much consideration is given to the
elicited emotions. With no pedagogical feedback, positive
emotions can lead students focus on excitement and
undervalue the effort required to achieve a successful result
[12], [13]. Moreover, affective feedback aimed at corresponding to the needs of personalized self-assessment
should be adaptable even when learners experience uncommon emotional states.
In order to develop affective tutoring systems, it is
essential that the ways in which emotions influence learning
be known. Nevertheless, this knowledge would have no use
in affective tutoring systems if these systems could not
recognize a student’s emotional state [3]. Preferably, data
from many modes of interaction should be combined by a
computer system so that it can make as valid estimations as
possible about users’ emotions [14], [15].
In this study, students’ emotions during a computerized
self-assessment test were observed by two independent
researchers and the FaceReader. The FaceReader, developed by Vicar Vision and Noldus Information Technology,
recognizes facial expressions by distinguishing six basic
emotions (Happy, Angry, Sad, Surprised, Scared, Disgusted, plus Neutral) with an accuracy of 89 percent [16].
The system is based on Ekman and Friesen’s theory of the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) that states that the
basic emotions correspond with facial models [17].
Feedback was displayed only when both the FaceReader
and the researchers agreed that a student was in a Fear, Sad,
or Happy emotional state. All emotions during the test,
including the affective transitions observed as a result of
each feedback, were registered only when both the
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FaceReader and the researchers agreed that a student was
in a Neutral, Sad, Happy, Surprise, Disgust, Fear, or Angry
emotional state.
Students participating in the self-assessment test were
randomly distributed into four groups:
a group where no feedback was displayed (N.F.
group),
2. a feedback group where an ECA performing parallel
empathetic behavior with a neutral facial and tone of
voice expression was displayed (ECA 1 group),
3. a feedback group where an ECA was performing
parallel empathetic behavior, displaying a facial and
tone of voice expression that was relevant to the
emotional state of the student (Fear, Sad, Happy)
(ECA 2 group), and
4. a feedback group where an ECA was performing
parallel and then reactive empathetic behavior,
displaying a facial and tone of voice expression that
was relevant to the emotional state of the student
(Fear, Sad, Happy) for parallel empathy and then
displaying an emotional facial and tone of voice
expression different from the emotional state of the
student for reactive empathy (ECA three group).
To summarize, this paper examines the inclusion of
emotional facial and tone of voice expressions in the delivery
of parallel and reactive empathy, and its impact on how
students’ emotions of Happiness, Fear, and Sadness were
altered as a result of this kind of agents’ empathetic behavior.
The paper continues as follows: Section 2 briefly describes some research paradigms of related work. Section 3
refers to the methodology, as related to issues concerning
the design of the ECAs used in this study and issues
concerning the design of this study’s experimental environment. Section 4 is a description of the experimental process.
Section 5 describes the methods used for analyzing the
experimental data. All results are presented in Section 6.
Section 7 is a conclusion section, discussing significant
findings of this work and issues concerning future research.
1.

2

RELATED RESEARCH

Early pioneers of affective tutoring systems have stressed
the importance of developing mechanisms that will render
these systems capable of recognizing and reacting to
students’ affective states [18], [19]. For instance, Conati’s
[18] work on probabilistic assessment of affect was based on
the Ortony, Clore, and Colins (OCC) model [20], combining
data from situational appraisals that generate emotions
with bodily reactions associated with emotion appearance.
Thus, the predictions based on the OCC model are
confirmed from a learner’s bodily expressions to increase
the recognition’s accuracy. In that sense, an automatic affect
recognizer would enable the tutoring system to intervene
appropriately to a learner’s affective states (for a comprehensive review of other affective models see the work of
Calvo and D’Mello [21]).
Although the OCC theory defines 22 different emotions,
affective learning researchers have considered other
emotions to be relevant to learning as well. Learningcentered emotions such as confusion, boredom, flow, and
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frustration, have been shown to be particularly related to
users’ affective experiences taking place during learning
activities [22]. However, this paper is committed to
addressing Happy, Fear, and Sad basic emotions in the
context of a self-assessment test.
As already discussed (see Section 1), students’ emotional
experiences while using a self-assessment test system may
have some particularities which could also involve basic
emotions. Interestingly, Calvo and D’Mello [21] in their
review about affect detection, methods, models, and
relevant applications have made the point that “basic
emotions have minimal relevance to learning sessions that
span 30 minutes to 2 hours.” On the other hand, a selfassessment test usually lasts a lot less than 30 minutes,
though the one presented in this study lasted 45 minutes,
increasing the possibility for users to experience more
learning-centered emotions (e.g., boredom). Nevertheless,
the focus of this study is still on basic emotions that occur
during a self-assessment test and the test was chosen to last
45 minutes so as to have the chance to collect more data
from each user.
However, research identifying learning-centered emotions, such as boredom and frustration, is not on the whole
different from researching basic emotions during learning
sessions. Woolf et al. [23] proposed that emotions in a learning
context tend to differentiate regarding the kind of emotional
incident experienced by students. That is to say, for example,
that in an educational context, anger may include a cognitive
component that may lead to frustration. To treat this issue,
these researchers addressed emotions occurring in learning
as “cognitive-affective” terms. Thus, according to this
approach, each basic emotion can be seen on a scale. For
instance, the proposed scale for fear is “I feel anxious ... I feel
very confident.” Experiments with as many emotional states
as possible will provide valuable empirical knowledge.
It has been suggested that learners who enter an affective
state detrimental to learning are likely to stay in that state,
entering a “vicious cycle” that prevents them from actively
reengaging in the constructivist learning process [24], [25].
Baker et al. [24] have suggested that considerable effort
should be put into recognizing and giving adequate
feedback to boredom and confusion, with an emphasis on
developing pedagogical interventions to interrupt the
“vicious cycles” occurring when a student becomes bored
and remains bored.
Accordingly, it has been shown that empathetic feedback
expressed through an agent can change the affective state of
the learner [26], [27]. Moreover, there is research evidence
supporting that students interacting with an empathetic
agent would show higher self-efficacy and be more
interested in learning tasks [28].
Although ECAs expressing empathetic behavior are
increasingly gaining attention, there are still a few research
paradigms attempting to analyze and examine the role of
ECAs’ empathetic behavior in a learning context. Some of
these are presented in the following paragraphs.
An early approach was that of Lester et al. [29],
implementing a life-like pedagogical agent named COSMO, aiming to provide tutoring help in a learning
environment for the domain of Internet packet routing.
COSMO does not resemble a virtual human, but rather an
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“impish, antenna-bearing creature.” The agent is capable
of performing full-body emotive behaviors in reply to
learners’ problem-solving actions. Moreover, the COSMO
agent utilizes empathetic behavior as feedback to learners’
experiences of disappointment and sadness.
Hone et al. [30] programmed an embodied character
using Microsoft Agent and Visual Basic. Microsoft Agent is
a collection of programs for Microsoft Windows featuring
animated characters that are capable of talking, performing
facial expressions, and bodily displays of emotion. A virtual
human character, James the butler, was chosen from the
Microsoft Agent character collection. Hone et al. integrated
various strategies into the agent to reduce negative
emotions. Moreover, some of the agent behaviors were
derived from human displays of empathy. The agent was
displayed in a biology learning environment for university
undergraduates (18-25 years old). Results confirmed the
agent’s ability to reduce negative emotions (frustration,
boredom, and depression).
Burleson and Picard [31] developed an Affective Agent
Research Platform consisting of a character agent able to
perform a wide variety of expressive interactions. The agent
resembles a “humanoid robot” and is capable of mirroring a
number of nonverbal behaviors supposed to influence
persuasion, liking, and social rapport. Furthermore, the
agent responds to frustration with empathetic or tasksupport dialogue. Burleson and Picard examined the impact
of this agent on 11-13-year-old children while helping them
solve the Towers of Hanoi problem. Results from this study
revealed gender-specific impacts of the agent’s nonverbal
behaviors and affective support strategies on children’s
frustration and perception of the agent.
Invaluable research has emanated from the Autotutor
project. Autotutor is a more than 10-year-old project aiming
at developing an intelligent tutoring system that enhances
students’ learning by maintaining a conversation in natural
language [32], [33], [34], [35]. The agent appears as a virtual
human and interacts with the learner through synthesized
speech, facial expressions, and simple hand gestures.
Empathetic behavior has also been integrated in the
autotutor as feedback to learners’ emotions of boredom
and frustration [26]. Results from numerous experiments
conducted with the AutoTutor “teaching” college students
Newtonian physics, computer literacy, and scientific reasoning indicate that the system can greatly enhance
learning gains.
Some recent research efforts toward empathetic ECAs
have been conducted in the context of a narrative-centered
inquiry-based learning environment, the CRYSTAL ISLAND
[36]. There are six virtual human characters (Audrey, Elise,
Jin, Quentin, Robert, and Teresa) in the CRYSTAL ISLAND
environment, each one of them playing a distinct role. The
environment was developed to provide tutoring for the
fields of microbiology and genetics to middle school
students. The empathetic characters respond to students’
emotions (anger, anxiety, boredom, confusion, delight,
excitement, fear, flow, frustration, and sadness), employing
parallel and reactive empathy. Results of these experiments
have been very promising, demonstrating the agents’
capability to alter the students’ emotional state [25], [27], [37].
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TABLE 1
The ECAS’ Synchronized Speech and Facial Expressions

In this paper, we followed the same approach concerning
the parallel and reactive empathetic mechanisms performed
through the ECAs as in [27], [36], and [37]. Nevertheless,
none of the studies mentioned in this section specifically
searched for the effects of empathetic behavior with
nonverbal cues, such as facial expressions. The present
study attempts to fill this void by examining the effects of
ECAs’ emotional facial and tone of voice expressions when
combined with parallel and reactive empathy in the context
of a self-assessment test.

3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Design of the ECAs
Three identical female 3D ECAs with three different kinds
of empathetic behavior were implemented for this experiment in order to be displayed as feedback to students’
Happy, Sad, and Fear emotions during a self-assessment
test. Each ECA displayed a different empathetic behavior
for each of these three emotions. The ECAs’ emotional facial
expressions were accompanied by an equivalent emotional
tone of voice during speech. The synchronized speech and
facial expressions of the ECAs are shown in Table 1. The
instances shown were given in another language and were
translated into English for the purposes of this paper. Only
one instance of the text (shown in Table 1) of feedback for
each ECA/Emotion case was examined. We chose to do so
in order to be as certain as possible about the effect of this
particular combination.
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The three ECAs behaved as follows:
ECA 1: Displayed parallel empathetic behavior
relevant to the student’s emotion (Happy, Sad, or
Fear), performing neutral facial and tone of voice
expressions.
. ECA 2: Displayed parallel empathetic behavior
relevant to the student’s emotion (Happy, Sad, or
Fear), displaying facial and tone of voice expressions
that were relevant to the emotional state of the
student.
. ECA 3: When the student was in a Sad or in a Fear
emotion, ECA 3 displayed empathetically encouraging behavior, displaying facial and tone of voice
expressions that were relevant to the emotional state
of the student (Sad or Fear) synchronized with the
parallel empathetic behavior, and then Happy facial
and tone of voice expressions synchronized with the
reactive empathetic behavior. When the student was
in a Happy emotion, ECA 3 displayed empathetically encouraging behavior, displaying facial and
tone of voice expressions that were relevant to the
emotional state of the student (Happy) synchronized
with the parallel empathetic behavior, and then
Neutral facial and tone of voice expressions synchronized with the reactive empathetic behavior.
Based on Yee et al.’s [38] meta-analysis on embodied
agents that stated that agents with higher realism are
generally rated more positively than those with lower
realism, we preferred to develop a virtual human rather
than an animal character. We also preferred to develop a
female agent, stimulated by Hone’s [39] research evidence
that female representations may be more effective at
reducing frustration than male representations. Hone
suggested that this may be attributable to the stereotype
that females are usually more empathetic than males.
Interestingly, gender stereotypes coming from the real
world could apply to human-computer interaction [6], [40].
In their experiments, researchers have used several ways
to express empathy through an embodied agent. In some
cases they merely used specific sentences, such as “It seems
you did not like this question so much” [39], [41]. In other
cases, empathetic verbal behavior was synchronized with
simple emotional expressions [42], such as joy or anger. In
still other cases, researchers have even used complex
emotional expressions, where different emotions can be
expressed on different areas of the face [43]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous effort
to examine the synchronization of empathetic verbal
behavior with emotional facial expressions in the context
of a learning environment.
In this experiment, we used simple facial expressions
(Happy, Fear, and Sad) to examine the influence of
presence/absence of emotional facial expression (Fig. 1) of
an empathetic agent on student’s emotions. An identical set
of behavior, displayed by identical virtual humans, with
only one difference (in this case facial expression and tone
of voice), could provide valuable information [2].
It was very crucial for this experiment to address whether
each ECA’s emotional facial expression can be assigned to
the relevant emotion as well as if the participants were
.
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Fig. 1. The ECA in Sad and Happy facial expressions.

capable of perceiving it as such. Since the participants of the
self-assessment test did not come to the experiment all at
once, we did not ask them to validate the ECAs’ emotional
expressions. We were afraid that if we did so, students who
were about to participate in the experiment during the
subsequent days would be biased by being informed by
their colleagues that emotions did play a role in this
experiment. Therefore, we chose to validate the ECAs
emotional expressions only among 30 subjects (irrelevant
to the self-assessment test experiment), recruited through
advertisement, selected to be as close as possible to the
demographic characteristics (race, income, age, educational
attainment, location, and computer literacy) of the selfassessment test participants. Thus, the effect of each ECA
had already been measured at a previous stage using the 30
(15 females and 15 males) subjects recruited through
advertisement. Each one of the 30 subjects was asked to
complete a questionnaire, composed of the images of all
ECAs’ facial expressions. More specifically, subjects were
called to assign to each ECA’s image an emotional state
among Angry, Neutral, Sad, Happy, Disgust, Surprise, and
Fear. Results indicated that Happy and Sad facial expressions were easily recognized by the participants with high
percentages, 93 and 97 percent, respectively. Fear and
Neutral facial expressions were recognized with lower
percentages by the participants, 73 and 77 percent, respectively. Fear was mostly confused with Surprise and Neutral
with Angry.
In our final experiment, however, facial expressions were
accompanied by speech with a related tone of voice because
we believed that this combination could improve recognition of the target emotions. The relevant sentences were
uttered by a trained actress to convey the desired emotion.
Although we didn’t evaluate the effectiveness of the
actress’s speech, we trust that it was adequate given that
the actress we hired was a professional.

3.2 Design of the Experimental Environment
An online multiple choice question test system, constructed
for a previous experiment [44], [45], was adjusted to serve
the needs of the current study. The system was developed
within a Windows XP machine using JavaScript with Perl
CGI on Apache web server with MySQL.
Throughout the test, a student selected his/her answer
among four possible answers and confirmed his/her choice
by clicking the “submit” button. After each question the
system informed the student whether his/her answer was
right or wrong and presented his/her score. The student
could proceed to the next question by clicking the “next”
button.

Fig. 2. Researchers’ screen: FaceReader and VNC viewer (student’s
screen).

Each student took the test alone in an appropriately
designed room. The room had two spaces, divided by a
curtain. In the first space, there was the PC on which the selfassessment was administered. Moreover, the camera of the
FaceReader was hidden in a bookcase. It is well known that
people express themselves more freely when they feel that
they are not being observed. The two researchers were in the
second space. FaceReader was connected with another PC in
that space, so the researchers were able to watch the facial
expressions and the emotions of the participants in real time.
The two researchers were also able to observe the student’s
actions during the test through VNC viewer software, which
was presenting the student’s screen in a separate window on
the researchers’ screen (Fig. 2). Each researcher recorded the
student’s emotions measured by the FaceReader and his/
her estimation regarding the student’s emotions at the same
time, based on the student’s facial expressions and actions.
This setting was chosen because emotion recognition
through facial expressions during a computerized test is a
very challenging task since students’ facial expressions
during a test have particularities that can mislead emotion
recognition. For instance, many times FaceReader measured
an angry emotion simultaneously with a neutral one, but
neutral was the only emotion experienced by the students.
This particular disagreement was expected. When participants read the questions, many of them had clouded
eyebrows. People display this facial expression when
reading something with great concentration [46].
Thus, the two researchers made their judgments based on
the student’s facial and bodily expressions (captured on
camera), FaceReader’s emotional recordings, and the student’s interaction with the system (observed through VNC
viewer). Those three sources of information enabled the
researchers to independently assess the student’s emotions.
For instance, in a case where the researchers saw from the
VNC viewer that the system had just informed the student
that he/she had provided a correct answer to a question while
at the same time FaceReader was recording a sad emotion,
probably the researchers would not agree with FaceReader’s
“opinion” and thus feedback would not be triggered.
On the other hand, in case both FaceReader and the
researchers agreed that a student was experiencing a sad
emotion, but at the time the researchers were ready to
trigger feedback FaceReader had started recording a
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TABLE 2
Participants’ Distribution at the Four Groups

different emotion (e.g., happy), feedback would again not
be displayed to the student. In cases like that, the
researchers did not have the time to assess FaceReader’s
“opinion” in comparison to the other two sources of
information; however FaceReader’s “disagreement” was
considered to be an adequate reason for not taking the risk
of displaying an inappropriate feedback.
All emotions during the test, including the affective
transitions observed as a result of each feedback, were
registered only when both the FaceReader and the
researchers agreed that a student was in a Neutral, Sad,
Happy, Surprise, Disgust, Fear, or Angry emotional state.
The experiment was a Wizard of Oz [2] in which
feedback was triggered manually only when both the
FaceReader and the researchers recorded a Happy, Sad, or
Fear emotion.

4

EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS

4.1 Participants
Participants were first-year undergraduate students. The
course was a basic IT (Information Technology) skills course
and the syllabus included IT knowledge and techniques.
Students were told that they could optionally participate in a
self-assessment multiple choice questions test to help them
assess their knowledge prior to exams. Those who wished to
participate completed an application form in order to
arrange an appointment. Two hundred eight applications
were collected. The next step was the arrangement of the
appointments. Since the purpose of the self-assessment test
was to help the students assess their knowledge prior to
exams, it was left to students to decide when they would feel
that such a test would be helpful to them. Eventually, 172
applicants out of the 208 appeared at their appointments.
The average age of students was 18.4 (SD ¼ 1:01). From the
172 students, 60 were male (35 percent) and 112 were female
(65 percent).
4.2 Material
The multiple choice questions were focused on course
material taught in lectures. The content of the questions was
prespecified by the course instructors prior to the study.
The test consisted of 45 questions. The order of questions
presented was randomly altered among students.
4.3 Procedure and Data Collection Methodology
The duration of the test was approximately 45 minutes.
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the four
groups (Table 2):
1.
2.

Non-Feedback (N.F.) group,
ECA 1 group,
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3. ECA 2 group, and
4. ECA 3 group.
Thus, 42 students were assigned to the N.F. group (16 males
and 26 females), 42 students were assigned to the ECA 1
group (14 males and 28 females), 45 students were assigned
to the ECA 2 group (16 males and 29 females), and
43 students were assigned to the ECA 3 group (14 males
and 29 females).
During the test, one of the two independent researchers
and the FaceReader were recording the participant’s
emotions. Because of the large number of participants, the
two researchers were alternately observing the participants’
emotions, so for each participant one of the two researchers
was behind the curtain.
Facial expressions are often a mixture of emotions, so
two (or even more) emotions may occur simultaneously.
FaceReader’s facial configurations correspond to multiple
prototypical expressions. FaceReader first builds a model of
the face and then classifies this model using classifiers
trained on large sets of prototypical expressions of basic
emotions. Facial Action Coding System (FACS) analysis is
time consuming and it requires very intensive training. It
is, consequently, not appropriate for large data sets.
FaceReader is capable of analyzing facial expressions real
time and is thus an interesting choice. The actual classification of the facial expressions by FaceReader is achieved by
training an artificial neural network. Almost 2,000 manually annotated images were used as training data. Further
details of the algorithms employed in FaceReader can be
found in [47].
In a live analysis, FaceReader’s output is a number of
charts and files. Each emotion is expressed as a value
between 0 and 1, indicating the intensity of the emotion. “0”
means that the emotion is not visible in the facial expression,
“1” means that the emotion is fully present. The emotion
with the bigger value is considered the dominant one. Each
time the dominant emotion changes and is active for at least
0.5 seconds, a record is written to a file. Thus, FaceReader
can provide up to two different dominant emotional
recordings per second. Moreover, all emotions’ values
(three times per second) are written at another detailed file.
Furthermore, FaceReader provides all this information
dynamically through live charts during its function.
In this study, only dominant emotions were taken into
account. However, in our case, face modeling failed for
reasons such as a student’s sudden move (e.g., head
rotation), a student’s placing his/her hand in front of his/
her face (e.g., touching his/her mouth while thinking about
the answer to a question). In these cases, FaceReader did not
provide any readings until the student’s face or hand was
back to the “correct position.” Also, FaceReader provided
fewer recordings of students who wore glasses or had
fringes reaching down to their eyebrows. Thus, the
emotional recordings we refer to are about dominant
emotions that took place at time points that the aforementioned factors did not hinder the function of FaceReader.
When both the FaceReader and the reasearcher recorded
a Happy, Sad, or Fear emotion, feedback was triggered
manually depending on the group to which the participant
was assigned. The post-feedback emotional transition was
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TABLE 3
Overall, Mean and Standard Deviation
Regarding Happy, Fear, and Sad Emotions

TABLE 4
Overall, Mean and Standard Deviation Regarding
Feedback Messages for Happy, Fear, and Sad Emotions

registered only when the researcher’s and the FaceReader’s
recordings were identical. That rule also applied to all
recorded emotions.
Out of 7,416 emotional states that were recorded by the
FaceReader for the 172 students, 6,440 that agreed with the
researchers’ observations were registered for further
analysis. The interrater reliability (between each researcher
and the FaceReader) for the researcher 1 and 2 was found
to be Kappa ¼ 0:72 (p < 0:01) and Kappa ¼ 0:75 (p < 0:01),
respectively. The 6,440 instances include: emotions (fear,
sad, and happy) after which feedback was triggered, the
affective transitions as a result of feedback, as well as
emotional states during which students did not receive any
feedback or emotional states that did not result from
feedback. The plan for each student was to receive feedback
three times during the test, once for each of the three
treated emotions. This means, for instance, that if feedback
was triggered for happy emotion once, it would not be
triggered again, however happy the student was during the
remainder of the test. Unfortunately, some students did not
appear to experience all three emotions during the test.
Thus, some of them received feedback only twice, or even
once throughout the procedure.
Table 3 shows the overall, mean, and standard deviation
regarding Happy, Fear, and Sad emotions that were
observed and Table 4 presents the overall, mean and
standard deviation of feedback messages for each of these
three emotions.

the likelihood of a transition. Finally, so as to normalize
scores between minus infinity and 1, L’s numerator is
divided by 1  PrðNEXT Þ. L equal to 1 means that emotion
NEXT always following the CURRENT emotion; L equal to
0 means that the likelihood of emotion NEXT following the
CURRENT emotion is equal to chance, i.e., the probability
of observing emotion NEXT (the base rate) regardless of the
CURRENT emotion. An L value less than 0 means that the
likelihood of emotion NEXT following the CURRENT
emotion is less than chance (the probability of observing
NEXT regardless of the CURRENT emotion).

5

DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Metric
The computation of transition likelihoods was based on the
D’Mello et al. [25] metric (1). Other studies have used this
metric for affective transition analysis as well [26], [36], [48].
L computes the probability of a transition between two
affective states (CURRENT ! NEXT) occurring; CURRENT is a reported emotion at time t, and NEXT is the
next reported emotion at time t þ 1:
L½CURRENT ! NEXT  ¼

Pr½NEXT \ CURRENT 
Pr½CURRENT 

 Pr½Next

1  Pr½NEXT 

:

ð1Þ
In order to compute L for each participant, the conditional
probability of emotion NEXT following emotion CURRENT
is calculated. In order to take into account the base rate of
emotion NEXT, the D’Mello et al. metric (1) then subtracts
the probability of observing emotion NEXT. L accounts for
the base frequency of the NEXT emotional state in assessing

5.2 Statistical Analysis
The aim of the following analysis was to reveal any
statistically significant affective transitions from the state
of a Happy, Sad, or Fear emotion to a Neutral, Sad, Happy,
Disgust, Surprise, Fear, or Angry affective state that would
be a result of a feedback type (N.F., ECA 1, ECA 2, ECA 3)
to that emotion.
A transition’s likelihood of an affective state (e.g., Happy
to Neutral) as a result of one of the feedback types was
examined for its significance in relation to the likelihood of
this transition occurring as a result of the other feedback
types. Moreover, a transition’s likelihood of an affective
state (e.g., Happy to Neutral) as a result of one of the
feedback types was also examined for its significance in
relation to the likelihood of transitioning to other affective
states (e.g., Happy to Sad) as a result of that same feedback
type. Thus, affective transitions were compared between the
four groups, using all four levels (N.F., ECA1, ECA2, and
ECA3) of factor Feedback, as well as in each group using
one level of factor Feedback. The dependent variable that
was measured was the likelihood of affective transitions.
An ANOVA approach would be appropriate in this case.
So as to render conducting this analysis legitimate, we had
to ensure that the data fulfill all the assumptions of
ANOVA. First, we had to guarantee that the normality
assumption was not violated. However, in this case data in
all groups were far from a normal distribution. Thus, we
had to use the Kruskal-Wallis test, which is the most
common nonparametric equivalent of Anova. Similarly, as
we would have done after an ANOVA, we used the DunnSidak method (a powerful means-comparison test, similar
to, but less conservative than, the Bonferroni procedure) for
the post hoc comparisons. Analysis was performed using
Matlab Statistical Toolbox. Thus, following a significant
Kruskal-Wallis test, Dunn-Sidak multiple comparison procedure was applied to identify which transitions were
significantly different, using multcompare function of the
MATLAB Statistical Toolbox. Multcompare’s parameter alpha
was set for all cases at the default level (0.05), unless
mentioned otherwise.
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TABLE 5
Between Groups Transitions from the State of Happy

Between-groups analysis of transitions from the state of Happy. N =
Neutral, Sa = Sad, H = Happy, D = Disgust, Su = Surprise, F = Fear, A =
Angry, n.s = Not Significant, empty spaces = nothing observed.
Numbers in cells denote the likelihood of a transition occurring. Note:
Groups that statistically differ from a group at one particular transition
likelihood appear in the relevant transition cell for that group.

6
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TABLE 6
Between Groups Transitions from the State of Sad

Between-groups analysis of transitions from the state of Sad. N =
Neutral, Sa = Sad, H = Happy, D = Disgust, Su = Surprise, F = Fear, A =
Angry, n.s = Not Significant, empty spaces = nothing observed.
Numbers in cells denote the likelihood of a transition occurring. Note:
Groups that statistically differ from a group at one particular transition
likelihood appear in the relevant transition cell for that group.

RESULTS

6.1 Between Groups
The factor being examined in Section 6.1 for each of the
three initial emotions (Fear, Sad, and Happy) is Feedback
(four levels-types of feedback) and the dependent variable
being measured is the likelihood of transitioning to an
emotional state as a result of being exposed to a certain level
of feedback.
6.1.1 Transitions from the State of Happy (Table 5)
Happy to neutral. Kruskal-Wallis yields statistically significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 19:3; p ¼ 0:0002)
in the likelihood that a Neutral emotional state would
follow a Happy emotion as a result of the four different
feedback types. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed
that ECA 3 has a significantly higher likelihood (0.09) to
induce a Neutral emotional state after a Happy emotion
than ECA 2 (0:86). ECA 2 was also statistically different
from ECA 1 (0:38). ECA 1 was statistically indistinguishable from all other feedback types. The N.F. group was
statistically indistinguishable from all feedback types.
Happy to happy. Statistically significant differences
(Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 300:84; p ¼ 0:000001) were found in
the likelihood that a Happy emotional state would ensue
after a Happy emotion as a result of the four different
feedback types. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed
that the ECA 2 has a significantly higher likelihood (0.67) to
make a Happy emotional state persist than the ECA 3 (0.18)
and the N.F. group (0:09). ECA 3 only statistically differed
from the ECA 2. ECA 1 (0.36) only statistically differed from
the N.F. group (0:09).
Happy to sad-disgust-surprise-fear-anger. A Sad or a
Disgust emotional state was not observed when ECA 1,
ECA 2, and ECA 3 were displayed after a Happy emotional
state. Also, a Fear emotional state was not observed when
ECA 1 and ECA 3 were displayed after a Happy emotion.
Moreover, a Surprise emotional state was not observed

when ECA 2 was displayed after a Happy emotional state.
Besides, Kruskal-Wallis yields no statistically significant
differences in the likelihood that a Surprise, Fear, or Anger
emotional state would follow a Happy emotional state as a
result of the different feedback types.

6.1.2 Transitions from the State of Sad (Table 6)
Sad to sad. Kruskal-Wallis yields statistically significant
differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 320:42; p ¼ 0:000001) in the
likelihood that a Sad emotional state would follow a Sad
emotion as a result of the four different feedback groups.
Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed that the ECA 2
has a significantly higher likelihood (0.45) to make a Sad
emotional state persist than the N.F. group (0.17), ECA 1
(0.09), and ECA 3 (0:05). The N.F. group, ECA 1, and ECA 3,
statistically differed only toward ECA 2.
Sad to angry. Statistically significant differences (KruskalWallis X2 ¼ 7:54; p ¼ 0:02) were found in the likelihood that
an Angry emotional state would follow a Sad emotion as a
result of the three different feedback types (N.F., ECA 1, and
ECA 2). Anger was not observed when ECA 3 was displayed
after a Sad emotional state. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons confirmed that the N.F. group has a significantly higher
likelihood (0.09) to induce an Angry emotional state after a
Sad emotion than ECA 2 (0.011). ECA 1 was statistically
indistinguishable.
Sad to neutral-happy-disgust-surprise-fear. A Disgust,
Surprise, or Fear emotional state was not observed when
ECA 2 was displayed after a Sad emotional state. Moreover,
a Fear emotional state after a Sad emotion was not observed
in the N.F. group. Besides, Kruskal-Wallis yields no
statistically significant differences in the likelihood that a
Neutral, Happy, Disgust, or Surprise emotional state would
follow a Sad emotional state as a result of the different
feedback types.
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TABLE 7
Between Groups Transitions from the State of Fear
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TABLE 8
Transitions in Each Group from the State of Happy

Transitions in each group from the state of Happy. N = Neutral, Sa =
Sad, H = Happy, D = Disgust, Su = Surprise, F = Fear, A = Angry, n.s =
Not Significant, empty spaces = nothing observed. Numbers in cells
denote the likelihood of a transition occurring. Note: Transitions in each
group that statistically differ from one transition likelihood appear in the
relevant transition cell for that group (e.g., H, Su, A).

Between-groups analysis of transitions from the state of Fear. N =
Neutral, Sa = Sad, H = Happy, D = Disgust, Su = Surprise, F = Fear, A =
Angry, n.s = Not Significant, empty spaces = nothing observed.
Numbers in cells denote the likelihood of a transition occurring. Note:
Groups that statistically differ from a group at one particular transition
likelihood appear in the relevant transition cell for that group.

6.1.3 Transitions from the State of Fear (Table 7)
Fear to neutral. Kruskal-Wallis yields statistically significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 20:68; p ¼ 0:0001) in
the likelihood that a Neutral emotional state would follow a
Fear emotion as a result of the four different feedback types.
Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed that ECA 3 has a
significantly higher likelihood (0.83) to induce a Neutral
emotional state when displayed after a Fear emotion than
the N.F. group (0:32), ECA 1 (0:65), and ECA 2 (0:98).
The N.F. group, ECA 1, and ECA 2, statistically differed
only toward ECA 3.
Fear to fear. Statistically significant differences (KruskalWallis X2 ¼ 28:1; p ¼ 0:000001) were found in the likelihood
that a Fear emotional state would follow a Fear emotion as a
result of the three different feedback groups (N.F., ECA 1,
and ECA 2). Fear was not observed when ECA 3 was
displayed after a Fear emotional state. Dunn-Sidak multiple
comparisons showed that ECA 2 exhibits a significantly
higher likelihood (0.57) of making a Fear emotional state
persist than the N.F. group (0.14), and ECA 1 (0.012). The N.F.
group and the ECA 1 statistically differed only from ECA 2.
Fear to sad-happy-disgust-surprise-angry. A Sad emotional state was not observed when the ECA 2 or ECA 3 was
displayed after an emotional state of Fear. Moreover, a Sad
emotional state after a Fear emotion was not observed in the
N.F. group. A Disgust emotional state was not observed
when ECA 2 was displayed after a Fear emotion. A Surprise
emotional state was not observed when ECA 2 or ECA 3
was displayed after an emotional state of Fear. An Angry
emotional state was not observed when ECA 3 was
displayed after an emotional state of Fear. Besides,
Kruskal-Wallis yields no statistically significant differences
in the likelihood that a Happy, Disgust, Surprise, or Angry
emotional state would follow a Fear emotional state, as a
result of the different feedback types.

6.2 In Each Group
In addition to the analysis performed in Section 6.1, in order
to test the null hypothesis that the difference in the
likelihoods of transitions (e.g., Happy to Neutral versus
Happy to Sad) was not statistically significant in each
group, a one-level Kruskal-Wallis (nonparametric anova)
was performed for every group. The factor being examined
for each of the three initial emotions (Fear, Sad, and Happy)
is again Feedback, but now seen only at one level, using
transitions to the different emotional states as subgroups.
6.2.1 Transitions from the State of Happy (Table 8)
N.F. group. Transitions from the state of Happy were not
significantly different in the N.F. group.
ECA 1 group. Analyzing the transitions from the state of
Happy we find that ECA 1 yields statistically significant
differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 13:96; p ¼ 0:003) in the
likelihood that the Neutral, Happy, Surprise, and Angry
emotions may occur as a result of this emotional feedback
type. Transitions to Sad, Disgust, and Fear emotions did not
occur. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed that
Happy (0.36) has a significantly higher likelihood of
following Happy than does Angry (0:09). However, the
transition to a Happy emotion was statistically indistinguishable from that of Surprise (0.01) and Neutral (0:38).
Moreover, no transition was statistically different from that
of Surprise. Transition to Neutral statistically differed from
that of Angry and transition to Angry statistically differed
from that of Neutral and Happy.
ECA 2 group. Analyzing the transitions from the state of
Happy we find that ECA 2 yields statistically significant
differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 68:84; p ¼ 0:000000000001)
in the likelihood that Neutral, Happy, Fear, and Angry may
occur as a result of this emotional feedback type. Sad,
Disgust, and Surprise transitions did not occur. Dunn-Sidak
multiple comparisons showed that Happy has a significantly higher likelihood (0.67) of following Happy than
does Fear (0:03), Angry (0:09), and Neutral (0:86).
Moreover, the transition to Angry statistically differed only
from that of Happy, Neutral differed from Fear and Happy,
and Fear differed from Neutral and Happy.
ECA 3 group. Analyzing the transitions from the state of
Happy we find that ECA 3 yields statistically significant
differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 18:11; p ¼ 0:0004) in the
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TABLE 9
Transitions in Each Group from the State of Sad

Within-groups analysis of transitions from the state of Sad. N = Neutral,
Sa = Sad, H = Happy, D = Disgust, Su = Surprise, F = Fear, A = Angry,
n.s = Not Significant, empty spaces = nothing observed. Numbers in
cells denote the likelihood of a transition occurring. Note: Transitions
in each group that statistically differ from one transition likelihood appear
in the relevant transition cell for that group (e.g., H, Su, A).

likelihood that the Neutral, Happy, Surprise, and Angry
emotions may occur after a Happy emotion as a result of
this emotional feedback type. Transitions to Sad, Disgust,
and Fear emotions were not observed when ECA 3 was
displayed after a Happy emotion. For this feedback type,
Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons indicated that Happy
exhibits a significantly higher likelihood (0.18) of following
Happy than does Neutral (0.09), while Surprise (0:01) and
Angry (0:03) transitions did not significantly differ from
that of Happy. However, Neutral was statistically different
from Happy, Surprise, and Angry. Surprise and Angry only
differed from Neutral.

6.2.2 Transitions from the State of Sad (Table 9)
N.F. group. Kruskal-Wallis test showed statistically significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 29:02; p ¼ 0:0001)
in the N.F. group in the likelihood that Neutral, Sad,
Happy, Disgust, Surprise, and Anger would follow a Sad
emotion. Fear was not observed after Sad at the N.F. group.
Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed that Sad has a
significantly higher likelihood (0.17) of following Sad than
does Angry (0.09), Disgust (0.1), Surprise (0:02), and
Happy (0:03). The transition to Neutral (0:14) was
statistically indistinguishable from all transitions. Transitions to Angry, Disgust, Surprise, and Happy significantly
differed only from the transition to Sad.
ECA 1 group. Kruskal-Wallis test showed that ECA 1
yields no statistically significant differences in the likelihood that emotional transitions would follow a Sad
emotion as a result of this emotional feedback type.
ECA 2 group. Kruskal-Wallis test showed that ECA 2
yields statistically significant differences (X2 ¼ 23:88;
p ¼ 0:0001) in the likelihood that Neutral, Sad, Happy,
and Anger would follow a Sad emotion as a result of this
emotional feedback type. Disgust, Surprise, and Fear
emotions were not observed when ECA 2 was displayed
after a Sad emotion. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons
showed that Sad has a significantly higher likelihood (0.45)
of following Sad than Angry (0.011) and Neutral (0:9).
Happy transition likelihood (0.01) would only be statistically different from that to Sad at a 90 percent confidence
level. Angry, Neutral, and Happy transitions differed
significantly only from the transition to Sad.
ECA 3 group. Kruskal-Wallis test showed that ECA 3
yields statistically significant differences (X2 ¼ 13:86;
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TABLE 10
Transitions in Each Group from the State of Fear

Within-groups analysis of transitions from the state of Fear. N = Neutral,
Sa = Sad, H = Happy, D = Disgust, Su = Surprise, F = Fear, A = Angry,
n.s = Not Significant, empty spaces = nothing observed. Numbers in
cells denote the likelihood of a transition occurring. Note: Transitions in
each group that statistically differ from one transition likelihood appear
in the relevant transition cell for that group (e.g., H, Su, A).

p ¼ 0:0031) in the likelihood that Neutral, Sad, Happy,
and Surprise would follow a Sad emotion as a result of this
emotional feedback type. Fear, Disgust, and Angry emotions were not observed when ECA 3 was displayed as
feedback to Sad. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed
that Happy has a significantly higher likelihood (0.25) of
following Sad than does Sad (0:05). Transition to Neutral
(0:3) was statistically indistinguishable from all transitions. Transition to Surprise (0:027) only differed significantly from that to Sad.

6.2.3 Transitions from the State of Fear (Table 10)
N.F. group. Transitions from the state of Fear at the
nonfeedback group were significantly different (KruskalWallis X2 ¼ 17:47; p ¼ 0:037) in the likelihood that Neutral,
Happy, Disgust, Surprise, Fear, and Anger would follow
Fear. Sad was not observed following Fear in the N.F.
group. Dunn-Sidak multiple comparison set at 90 percent
confidence level showed that Fear has a significantly higher
likelihood (0.14) of following Fear than does Disgust (0.05),
Surprise (0.03), and Happy (0:03). The transition to Fear
was statistically indistinguishable from that of Angry (0.09)
and Neutral (0:31), though Angry and Neutral transitions
were not significantly different from any transition. Disgust,
Surprise, and Happy transitions differed significantly only
from that to Fear.
ECA 1 group. Transitions from the state of Fear were not
significantly different in the likelihood that emotional
transitions would follow Fear as a result of ECA 1.
ECA 2 group. Transitions from the state of Fear are
significantly different (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 40:9; p ¼
0:00000001) in the likelihood that Neutral, Happy, Fear,
and Angry emotions would follow Fear as result of ECA 2.
Transitions to Sad, Disgust, and Surprise emotions were not
observed when ECA 2 was displayed as feedback to Fear.
Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons showed that Fear has a
significantly higher likelihood (0.57) of following Fear than
does Happy (0.04), Angry (0:08), and Neutral (0:98).
Happy was significantly different from Neutral and Fear,
Angry only differed significantly from Fear, while Neutral
was significantly different from Happy and Fear.
ECA 3 group. Transitions from the state of Fear are
significantly different (Kruskal-Wallis X2 ¼ 26:27; p ¼
0:00001) in the likelihood that Neutral, Happy, and Disgust
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emotions would follow Fear as result of ECA 3. Transitions
to Sad, Surprise, Fear, and Angry were not observed when
ECA 3 was displayed as feedback to Fear. Dunn-Sidak
multiple comparisons showed that Neutral has a significantly higher likelihood (0.83) of following Fear than does
Happy (0.06) and Disgust (0.01). Transitions to Happy and
Disgust were only significantly different from the transition
to Neutral.

7

CONCLUSION

An important finding of this study is that the ECA 2
(performing parallel empathy displaying an emotional
expression that was relevant to the emotional state of the
student) reinforced the student’s emotion.
When ECA 2 was displayed while the student was
experiencing Fear, there was a great likelihood (0.57) that
the student would remain in that state. This result was
statistically different from the relevant result for the ECA 1
(0.012) and the N.F. (0.14) group (Fear was not observed
when ECA 3 was displayed as feedback to Fear). Moreover,
the likelihood of this transition (Fear to Fear) as a result of
the ECA 2 also statistically differed from the likelihood of
transitioning to the state of Neutral (0:98), Happy (0.04),
and Angry (0:08) as a result of displaying ECA 2 as
feedback to the emotion of Fear (transitions to Sad, Disgust,
and Surprise were not observed in this case).
Similarly, when ECA 2 was displayed while the student
was Sad, there was a great likelihood (0.45) that the student
would remain Sad. This result was statistically different
from the relevant result for the ECA 1 (0.09), the ECA 3
(0:05), and the N.F. (0.17) group. Furthermore, this
transition’s likelihood (Sad to Sad), as a result of the
ECA 2, also statistically differed from the likelihood to
transitioning to the state of Neutral (0:9), Happy (0.01),
and Angry (0.011) as a result of displaying ECA 2 as
feedback to a Sad student (transitions to Disgust, Surprise,
and Fear were not observed in this case).
When ECA 2 was displayed while the student was
Happy, there was a great likelihood (0.67) that the student
would remain Happy. This result was statistically different
from the relevant result for the ECA 3 (0.18) and the N.F.
(0:09) group, but it was statistically indistinguishable from
the ECA 1 (0.36). In addition, this transition’s likelihood
(Happy to Happy), as a result of the ECA 2, also statistically
differed from the likelihood to transitioning to the state of
Neutral (0:86), Fear (0:03), and Angry (0:09) as a result
of displaying ECA 2 as feedback to a Happy student
(transitions to Sad, Disgust, and Surprise were not observed
in this case).
Individuals react as in a social context to both human
and computer-controlled entities [5], [6]. Moreover, there is
research evidence suggesting that users can experience
empathetic emotional reactions toward embodied agents
[49]. In the ECA 2 case, students showed empathy toward
the agent’s emotion by expressing that same emotion
themselves. Nevertheless, this was not observed for the
ECA 1, having the same appearance and performing the
same empathetic behavior as the ECA 2, but displaying a
neutral emotional expression. Consequently, it must be the
emotional expression that made the difference between
ECA 1 and ECA 2.
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Strong transitions to the same emotional state were
observed when ECA 2 was displayed as feedback to Fear,
Sad, and Happy emotions. Possibly that effect could be
observed with other emotional states as well. For instance,
in [37] it is stated that students experiencing frustration are
very likely to remain frustrated if presented with a
character mimicking their emotions by displaying parallel
empathetic behavior. Moreover, an agent’s parallel empathetic behavior has been shown [50] to reinforce a student’s
experience of boredom. Nevertheless, it has also been
shown in [50] that an agent displaying parallel empathetic
behavior may encourage students experiencing the state of
flow to remain in that state, and thus remain in that
“virtuous cycle” of learning. Thus, future developers may
need to take into account this effect when designing
empathetic agents for tutoring systems.
Another important finding of this study is that the ECA 3
(performing a combination of parallel and reactive empathy, displaying an emotional expression that was relevant
to the emotional state of the student for parallel empathy,
and subsequently displaying an emotional expression
distinct from the emotional state of the student for reactive
empathy) appeared to be considerably likely (0.83) to
induce a student to Neutral state when displayed as
feedback to a student experiencing Fear. This result was
statistically different from the relevant result for the ECA 1
(0:65), the ECA 2 (0:98), and the N.F. (0:32) group.
Moreover, the likelihood of this transition (Fear to Neutral),
as a result of the ECA 3, also statistically differed from the
likelihood of transitioning to the state of Happy (0.06) and
Disgust (0.01) as a result of displaying ECA 3 as feedback to
the emotion of Fear (transitions to Sad, Surprise, Fear, and
Angry were not observed in this case).
ECA 3 appeared to be effective in altering the state of
Fear to a Neutral one. A similar effect was not observed
when ECA 3 was displayed as feedback to Sad and Happy
emotions. It is unclear whether this has to do with the
particular nature of Sad and Happy emotions or with other
factors as well.
This is the first time that agents’ empathetic behavior has
been examined in combination with agents’ emotional facial
and tone of voice expressions within a learning context. Thus,
what is essential here is the evidence that this kind of reactive
behavior (ECA 3) does have an effect on students’ emotional
regulation, even if this effect proved to be statistically
significant only for Fear. The ECA 3 could also have been
effective in regulating the emotional states of sad and happy
emotions if its verbal behavior and emotional expressions
were different. Besides, it has been shown in [50] that agents
displaying reactive empathetic behavior are most likely to
alter students’ emotional states toward learning goals. For the
time being, we can retain the ECA 3 effect on Fear as an
empirical finding. Since empathy is as yet only partially
comprehended, it is unclear which kind of empathetic
behavior and under what conditions would be most effective.
Thus, empirical findings from human-ECA interaction could
contribute to developing agents that would respond appropriately in various social contexts [36].
Other findings of this study were not deemed considerable because of their limited likelihood and/or their lack of
statistical significance. However, all findings are presented
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in Section 6. On some occasions even insignificant findings
can provide useful insight.
In the future, we plan to experiment with emotional states
other than basic emotions to meet the needs of personalized
self-assessment. Affective feedback should be able to adapt
even when learners experience uncommon emotional states.
Furthermore, we plan to examine ECAs’ empathetic behavior in combination with emotional facial expressions and
body movements. A valuable platform for doing this kind of
work is GRETA, which has been used in various European
projects (CALLAS, SEMAINE, HUMAINE). GRETA is an
embodied conversational agent with a 3D representation of a
woman, accustomed to MPEG-4 animation standard. “She”
is capable of talking and at the same time performing facial
expressions, gestures, gaze, and head movements [51]. The
platform provides the researcher with numerous options of
verbal and nonverbal behaviors, plus the opportunity to
implement his/her own new patterns of ECA behavior.
Research toward affective learning systems is an extremely important multidisciplinary area, involving a
collaborative effort on the part of scientists from various
fields. Students with great talent in science or other
disciplines could fail to perceive their potential and follow
a career that does not reflect their real inclination because of
emotional exhaustion, lack of self-competence, or other
psychological inefficiencies. Consequently, an educational
system not integrating helpful affective learning techniques
could result in unsatisfied individuals and in loss of
valuable social capital.
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